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Unit 6 Class Notes- The Roaring ‘20s, Great Depression, 
and New Deal 
 
A Struggle to Return to “Normalcy” 
 

America’s Great Struggles After the Great War 

The immediate postwar years were fraught with troubles for Americans. 
Debate over the League of Nations and Wilson’s idealistic calls for sacrifice 
divided the American people. Some Progressive policies, namely prohibition 
of alcohol by way of the 18th Amendment, were both sobering and frustrating 
for many. The economy, booming during the war, was declining- leaving 
women and minorities who worked in war industries out of a job, not to 
mention the lack of work prospects for the millions of returning soldiers. To 
make matters worse, government price freezing during the war had an 
unintended consequence- inflation. Like Americans have done during many a 
recession, during the postwar era, Americans responded to the tumultuous 
situation by turning to isolationism and nativism. 
 
Fear of Communism and Anarchy 
The Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in 1917 brought on a growing fear of 
communism, an economic and political system based on a single-party government 
ruled by a dictatorship. Communists sought to end the disparity of rich and poor 
through ending private property through government ownership, and then 
redistributing wealth- “From each according to his ability, to each according to his 
need”. Americans perceived the nefarious hand of communism in labor strikes, 
crime, and violence, and reacted in like fashion. 
 

 Labor Unrest- A general strike in Seattle, in February 1919, which included 
workers from the AFL and the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), 
stoked the fears that the “anarchy of Russia” was heading to the United 
States. Seattle’s mayor called for federal troops to stop the strike. This was 
just the first of many strikes that stoked the nation’s fears over communism 

o Employers and newspapers labeled the strikers communists 
o More than 3,000 strikes in 1919 for higher wages 

 Boston Police Strike- Massachusetts gov. Calvin Coolidge called 
out the National Guard to put down police officers striking for 
higher wages and the right to unionize 

 “There is no right to strike against the public safety by 
anybody, anywhere, anytime.”- Coolidge 

 U.S. Steel Mill Strike (Sept. 1919)-U.S. Steel reacted to 300,000 
strikers by hiring scabs, and using force.  

 Striking workers were beaten by police, federal troops, 
and state militia. 
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 Steel companies then started a propaganda campaign 
linking striking workers to Communists 

 The Coal Miners Strike (Nov. 1919)- John L. Lewis, the fiery 
leader of the United Mine Workers, led some 400,000 workers 
striking for higher pay and shorter workday 

 Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer received a court 
order (injunction) sending the strikers back to work. 

 Lewis openly declared the strike over, but quietly gave 
the word to keep the strike going 

 President Wilson appointed an arbitrator to end the 
dispute 

o The coal miners received a 27% pay raise, but 
not a shorter workday 

o The Labor Movement Loses Appeal- union membership declined from 
more than 5 million to around 3.5 million over the decade. Why? 

 Immigrants willing to work in poor conditions made up a 
considerable part of the workforce 

 Unions had difficulty organizing immigrants due to language 
barriers 

 Farmers, recently migrated to cities, still held to rugged 
individualism and self-reliance 

 Most unions excluded African Americans 
o A Communist Party formed in the United States-  

 70,000 radicals joined, including many workers from the 
Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) 

 The Red Scare- The series of strikes and their supposed links to 
Communism, and a series of bombs mailed to government and business 
leaders, led Americans to believe communists were trying to take over the 
country. They reacted in a nationwide crusade against left-wingers whose 
Americanism was in question. 

o The Palmer Raids- U.S. Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer led the 
charge to root out radicals around the nation. 

 Following the bombing of his home in June 1919, Palmer 
appointed J. Edgar Hoover as his special assistant. Together, 
they hunted down suspected Communists, socialists, and 
anarchists- people who opposed any form of government. 

 Invaded private homes and offices 
 Jailed suspects without allowing them legal counsel 
 Hundreds of foreign-born radicals were deported 

without trials 
 The Palmer raids failed to sniff out convincing evidence 

of a revolutionary conspiracy 
 ***”It was an era of lawless and disorderly defense of 

law and order, of unconstitutional defense of the 
Constitution, of suspicion and civil conflict- in a very 
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literal sense, a reign of terror.” – Historian Frederick 
Lewis Allen 

 The Sacco and Vanzetti Trial- A wave of nativism, or prejudice against 
foreign-born people, swept America along side of the Red Scare and labor 
unrest. The two most famous victims of America’s nativism were Italian 
immigrants (and anarchists) Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti 

o 1921- Sacco and Vanzetti were convicted for the murder of a 
Massachusetts paymaster and his guard, and were given the death 
penalty 

 Witnesses said the criminals appeared to be Italians 
 The evidence was largely circumstantial 
 The presiding judge made prejudicial remarks 

o The two defendants appealed the ruling 
o Liberals and radicals around the world rallied to their defense 

 Poet Edna St. Vincent Millay donated profits from her poem 
“Justice Denied in Massachusetts” to their defense 

 She personally asked Gov. Fuller of Massachusetts to 
reduce their sentence and save their lives 

o Aug. 23, 1927- Following his review of the case, Gov. Fuller allowed 
the executions to proceed 

 Sacco and Vanzetti were executed in the electric chair 
 Ballistic tests in 1961 showed that Sacco’s pistol was the one 

used in the murder, but there was no proof that Sacco had fired 
the weapon 

 

Limiting Immigration 
The nativist trend that had been growing in the United States since the 1870s 
and 1880s culminated in the 1920s with the rebirth of the Ku Klux Klan and 
the passage of several laws limiting immigration.  
 
The Klan Rises Again- The Klan reached its greatest height in membership in the 
1920s, largely by stoking the fears of the Red Scare and anti-immigrant sentiments 

 The KKK’s numbers swelled to 4.5 million by 1924 and was devoted to “100 
percent Americanism” 

o Dominated politics in many states 
o Continued its goal of keeping blacks “in their place” 
o “Aided” prohibition by destroying saloons 
o Opposed unions 
o Pushed to drive Roman Catholics, Jews, and foreign-born people out of 

the country 
 By the end of the decade, however, the criminal activity of the Klan led to a 

decrease in its power and influence 
 
The Quota System-From 1919-1921, the number of immigrants grew almost 600%. 
Congress responded to the growing nativist sentiment of Americans by passing 
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legislation limiting immigration certain countries, in no surprise, especially from 
southern and eastern Europe. 

 Emergency Quota act of 1921- Set up a quota system establishing the 
maximum number of people who could enter the U.S. from each foreign 
country. 

o The goal was to cut European immigration to the U.S. 
o European immigration was restricted to 3% of the people of their 

nationality who had been living in the U.S. in 1910 
 This was relatively favorable to immigrants of southern and 

eastern Europe, who had already come in large numbers by 
1910. 

 Immigration Act of 1924- Under this new law, quotas for foreigners were 
cut from 3% to 2%, and the national-origins base was shifted from the census 
of 1910 to that of 1890. 

o This had a discriminatory effect against people from southern and 
eastern Europe. 

 Most had not started coming to the U.S. in large numbers until 
after 1890 

o This law also prohibited Japanese immigration. 
 This caused animosity between the two countries that would 

grow through the 1920s and 1930s. 
o ***Although isolationism and economic pressures played a role, 

nativism was the ideology that most influenced those who supported 
the Immigration Act of 1924 

 The national origins quota system did not apply to immigrants from the 
Western Hemisphere 

o About 1 million Canadians and 500,000 Mexicans immigrated into the 
U.S. during the 1920s 

 

The Harding Presidency Brings Normalcy and Scandal 
Warren G. Harding succeeded the idealistic Woodrow Wilson in the 
presidency. American’s earned for healing and a simpler time that harkened 
to the days before the Progressive Era and the Great War. While Harding 
would promise to preside over an era of “normalcy,” squabbling between 
world powers, toothless treaties, and a seemingly unending train of scandals 
nearly derailed the tenure of President Harding. 
 
Harding Secures a Shaky Peace…Piecemeal 
While the U.S. rejected the Treaty of Versailles during Wilson’s term, in July 1921 
Congress passed a simple joint resolution that declared the war officially ended. A 
separate peace would be made with Germany, the Secretary of State Charles Evans 
Hughes would win for American oil companies rights to exploit Middle Eastern oil, 
and Harding would set his sights on securing “disarmament” among the world’s 
major military powers. Add to this rising tariffs and a shady deal with Germany, and 
the world was far from peaceful. 
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 Washington Naval “Disarmament” Conference 1921-1922: Sec. of State 

Charles Evans Hughes urged that no more battleships be built for ten years 
and that the five major naval powers- U.S., Great Britain, Japan, France, and 
Italy- scrap many of their largest warships.  

o Japan balked at the idea of being on the low end of parity in 
battleships and aircraft carries at a ratio of 5:5:3 with Britain and 
France 

 The Five-Power Naval Treaty of 1922 kept the ship ratios but 
Britain and the U.S. promised not to fortify their Pacific 
possessions. Japan had no such restrictions. 

 The Four-Power Treaty bound Britain, Japan, France, and the 
U.S. to preserve the status quo in the Pacific 

 The Nine-Power Treaty of 1922 saw its signatories agreeing to 
keep the Open Door to China wide open- a help to China at the 
time. 

o The treaties signed at the Washington Naval Conference were largely 
symbolic. 

 No restrictions were placed on small warships 
 The other countries went ahead with the constriction of 

cruisers, destroyers, and submarines while the U.S. lagged 
behind in its isolationist lull. 

 Kellogg-Briand Pact, 1928: President Calvin Coolidge’s Secretary of State 
Frank B. Kellogg bent to the pressure of Americans who cried for the 
“outlawry of war.” 

o Kellogg, along with the French foreign minister signed the Kellogg-
Briand Pact, or the Pact of Paris 

 The Pact ultimately saw 63 countries “officially renounce” war 
as a national policy. It was utterly toothless. 

 There was no means of enforcing the pact 
 Defensive wars were still permitted, and what 

aggressor could not come up with an excuse for “self-
defense”? 

 The Kellogg-Briand pact DID reflect social changes of the 1920s 
that saw Americans lull into a false sense of isolationist 
security, preferring to roar with the jazz age rather than deal 
with the world as it really was. 

 High tariffs and reparations: France and Britain had only two ways to repay 
the $10 billion borrowed from the U.S. during the war, by selling goods to the 
U.S. or collecting reparations from Germany. The U.S. did NOT help in solving 
their predicament. 

o Fordney-McCumber Tariff- raised taxes on some imports in the U.S. 
up to 60%! 

 Protected U.S. businesses, especially chemical and metals 
industries 
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 Made it impossible for Britain and France to sell enough goods 
to repay its debts to the U.S. 

 Britain and France looked to Germany who, in the midst 
of terrible inflation, defaulted on its reparations 
payments 

o French troops marched into Germany! 
o The Dawes Plan- to avoid war, American banker Charles G. Dawes 

negotiated loans to Germany totaling $2.5 billion 
 Germany used those loans to pay back Britain and France with 

annual payments on a fixed scale 
 Britain and France then paid their debts owed to the U.S. 
 Basically the U.S. arranged to be repaid with its own money, 

causing ill feelings all around! 
 Britain and France considered the U.S. cheap for not 

paying its fair share of the war costs 
 They were also frustrated by losing more lives during 

the war, while America seemed to be profiting from it. 
 The U.S. viewed Britain and France and financially 

irresponsible. 
 The whole debt-merry-go-round crashed, along with 

the world’s economy, in 1929 
 

The Scandal Ridden Harding Administration  
Harding worked to limit the role of government in business affairs and set up 
the Bureau of the Budget to help run the government more efficiently. On the 
other hand, Harding was a simpleton, a really nice guy who avoided hurting 
peoples’ feelings by saying no, for his simplicity he was once referred to as an 
“amiable boob!” 
 
Harding’s Cabinet- While Harding’s cabinet included many top-notch thinkers, it 
also contained many crooks who would cause Harding a huge amount of headaches. 

 Sec. of State Charles Evans Hughes 
o Later became chief justice of the Supreme Court 

 Sec. of Commerce Herbert Hoover 
o Performed magnificently as head of the Food Administration and 

handling of refugee problems during WWI 
 Sec. of the Treasury Andrew Mellon 

o One of the country’s wealthiest men and greatest economic thinkers 
set out to drastically cut taxes and reduce the national debt 

 The Ohio Gang: Harding’s poker buddies from Ohio, who caused the 
president an enormous amount of scandals through graft and outright theft. 

o Harding’s main problem was that he didn’t understand many of the 
issues, his cronies in the Ohio Gang took advantage of this. 

 1921, the Teapot Dome Scandal: Sec. of the Interior Albert B. 
Fall persuaded his crony secretary of the navy to transfer the 
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valuable naval oil reserves in Teapot Dome, Wyoming and Elk 
Hills, California to the Interior Department. 

 Fall then leased the lands to close friends (and oilmen) 
Harry Sinclair and Edward Doheny in return for more 
than $400,000 in “loans, bonds, and cash!” 

 Fall was finally found guilty, in 1929, of bribery and 
became the first American to be convicted of a felony 
while holding a cabinet position. 

 Charles Forbes, head of the Veterans Bureau, was sentenced to 
two years in a federal penitentiary for embezzling nearly $200 
million by illegally selling government and hospital supplies to 
private companies. 

o Harding said, in the summer of 1923, “I have no trouble with my 
enemies. ...But my…friends, they’re the ones that keep me walking the 
floor at nights!” 

 He died suddenly of a stroke or heart attack on Aug. 2, 1923. 
 His Vice-President, Calvin Coolidge, was a man of integrity and 

respect, and set out to restore the people’s faith in their 
government. 

 
 

“The chief business of the American people is business...”  
– President Calvin Coolidge 

 

American Industries Flourish- Calvin Coolidge  
Sworn into office following Harding’s death in 1923, Coolidge was a friend of 
business and laissez faire capitalism. He favored low taxes and a hands-off 
approach to business regulation, preferring to let businesses do what 
businesses do…which, in the 1920s, was to BOOM! With the help of high tariffs 
on foreign imports, American manufacturers innovated, wages rose, new 
technology (and the use of psychology in marketing to entice buyers) made 
lives easier and more exciting, and a novel but dangerous method of paying 
for our consumer desires transformed America in the booming 1920s…but 
would also contribute to the BUST of all busts in 1929. 
 
The Impact of the Automobile-  
***”Machinery is the new Messiah.”- Henry Ford. Few inventions have had as big 
of a transformative impact on America than the automobile. Within two decades, 
Henry Ford’s assembly line would prove to make cars affordable for the masses, and 
forever change America. 

 Automobiles changed America’s landscape 
o Massive construction projects of paved roads spanned the nation 

 Route 66, from Chicago to Los Angeles, was established in 
1926 

 New towns were established along major highways 
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o Architecture styles were changed to accommodate cars 
 Houses were built with a garage or carport…and a driveway 

o The automobile spurred the growth of other industries, both directly 
and indirectly related to cars 

 Gas stations construction was pedal to the metal nation-wide 
 Mechanics, auto-parts stores, and public garages parked 

themselves in towns and cities 
 Motels, shopping centers, and campgrounds motored from 

coast to coast 
 The first traffic lights appeared in Detroit in the early ‘20s 
 The Holland Tunnel, first underwater tunnel specifically for 

automobiles, linked Jersey City to New York City in 1927 
 The first cloverleaf intersection was built in New Jersey in 

1929 
 Gas, glass, steel, rubber and other related industries flourished 

 ***Greater access to automobiles contributed to the increasing social 
independence of Americans in the early twentieth century 

o Cars allowed for easy transportation…duh. But its more profound 
than that! 

 Isolated rural families could travel to the city for shopping and 
entertainment 

 Families now had the means of vacationing in faraway 
locations 

o Automobiles contributed to social independence 
 Women and young people had greater mobility 

o Automobiles contributed to urban sprawl, as cities spread in all 
directions 

 Workers could live miles away from their jobs. 
 In time, the automobile would spur the growth of suburbia 

across the country 
o The auto industry provided the economic base for the growth of both 

cities and states 
 Detroit, Dearborn, Pontiac, and Flint, MI., as well as Akron, OH 

were cities built on the frame of the auto industry 
 Oil-producing states such as Texas and California saw their 

populations increase 
o The car became a symbol of American exceptionalism 

 By the late 1920s, ~80% of all registered cars in the world 
were found in the U.S. 

 Families showed their status through car ownership 
 Social scientists Robert and Helen Lynd, in their work 

Middletown, shared one women’s statement about the 
importance of her automobile 

o “I’ll go without food before I’ll see us give up the 
car.” 
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 The automobile would be the catalyst for other characteristics that are 
synonymous with the roaring 20s 

o ***Consumerism, advertising, and the installment plan were all 
directly associated with the mass production of the automobile 

 
The Airplane Industry Prepares for Take-off in the 1920s- While cars connected 
Americans on land, the airline industry began to shorten time and space through the 
air. 

 The airline industry began as a mail carrying service for the U.S. Post Office 
 The developing weather forecast industry propelled airline travel 

o Planes began carrying radios and navigational instruments 
 New innovations in airplanes helped the industry soar 

o Henry Ford made a trimotor plane in 1926 
o Lockheed produced a single-engine plane, the Vega, in 1927 

 ***Most of all, Charles Lindbergh’s successful solo transatlantic flight in 1927 
helped launch the age of commercial passenger aviation 

o Pan American Airways, founded in 1927, would soon launch the first 
transatlantic passenger flights 

 

America’s Standard of Living Soars 
The decade of the 1920s was a prosperous one for most Americans. Average 
annual income rose 35% over the decade, from $522 to $705. New technology 
and electrical appliances provided an easy outlet for Americans to spend their 
disposable income. …and when they ran out of that, there was always credit! 
 
Electrical Convenience Changes the Home- Coal may have powered the industrial 
revolution, and gasoline powered much of the economic boom of the 1920s, but 
electricity also had a transformative effect on the nation in the 1920s. 

 Electricity fueled many industries 
o Factories used electricity to run machinery 
o The development of alternating electrical current (AC) made long 

distance electricity distribution efficient 
 Power was distributed to suburbs 
 The number of electrified homes grew, although most rural 

areas still lacked power 
 Electronic appliances made home life easier 

o Electric irons were common in homes by the end of the decade 
o Wealthier families used refrigerators, cooking ranges, and toasters 
o Washing machines, vacuum cleaners, and sewing machines made 

women homemakers’ lives easier 
 Saved time and effort 
 Allowed for more leisure time 
 Coincided with more women taking on jobs outside the home 
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Modern Advertising Coaxed Consumers- Manufacturers of consumer goods hired 
Madison Ave, synonymous with the advertising business, to spur the growth of 
sales.  

 Advertisers hired psychologists to study how to appeal to people’s desire for 
youth, beauty, health, wealth, and status. 

o “Say it with flowers” doubled the florists’ industry between 1912-
1924 

o “Reach for a Lucky instead of a sweet”- Lucky cigarettes used 
celebrities to promote the “health benefits” of their cigarettes to 
weight-conscious Americans. 

o Through advertising on billboards, magazines, newspapers, and on 
radio, brand names became famous from coast to coast 

 Businesspeople used the power of advertising in other areas of American life 
to boost their brand-name appeal in the hearts and minds of Americans 

o Worked with service organizations such as the Rotary Club, Kiwanis, 
and the Lions Clubs to support local interests 

 Raised money for charities 
 Boosted the image of the businessman 

o Many Americans looked fondly on BIG businesses during the 
prosperous 1920s 

 

A Superficial Prosperity 
The idea that good times were here to stay during the 1920s was infectious. 
Factories were producing 50% more at the end of the decade than they were 
at the beginning, average annual income was up, corporations were making 
huge profits, and the stock market had reached heights previously unseen. 
Unfortunately, the success of the booming 20’s would also contribute to the 
devastating bust at the end of the decade. 
 
Some businesses blossomed while others wilted- Success was not seen in all 
industries and by all stakeholders in America’s businesses. 

 Many businesses expanded 
o A series of mergers in the auto, steel, public utilities, and electrical 

equipment industries created several very big businesses 
o Chains stores selling groceries, drugs, shoes, and clothes dotted the 

country 
 Five-and-dime stores like Woolworth’s also spread 

o Congress allowed national banks to branch within the cities of their 
main office 

 As business expanded, so did income gaps 
o The wealth and income cap between management and workers grew 

throughout the decade 
 Other industries were left out of the prosperous dimes of the decade 

o Iron and railroad industries slowed 
o Farmers across the nation were hurt by their own production 
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 With new machinery, they were producing more supply than 
the market demanded 

 This drove down prices. A trend that has plagued 
American farmers for decades 

 
The Increased Use of Credit Dealt a Death-blow to the Decade’s Debtors- Along 
with innovative new techniques in advertising, businesses provided another lure to 
get more and more people to buy their products- “buy now, pay later” credit. 

 The installment plan: enabled people to buy goods over an extended period 
of time, putting zero or very little money down at the time of purchase. 

o Banks provided the money backing credit at low interest rates 
o Advertisers pushed installment buying through clever slogans: 

 “You furnish the girl, we’ll furnish the home” 
 “Give her a real thrill this Christmas with just a small portion of 

your paycheck” 
 While easy credit was the wave of the Twenties, others saw it as an ominous 

sign of a superficial prosperity 
o Some business owners warned of the dangers of easy credit 
o By the end of the decade, many Americans had taken on debt that they 

could not repay 
 

Rural and Urban Differences 
The census of 1920 identified a remarkable, and permanent, change in 
America’s demography: for the first time in our history, more American’s lived 
in urban centers than in rural towns. 51.2% of people lived in communities 
with populations of 2,500 to 1,000,000+. With a massive migration to 
America’s cities, nearly 2 million people moved from rural to urban areas 
during the decade, the country’s small towns, and their values began to lose 
favor in American society. For much of the country, the cities were the center 
of a modern age. The impact of scientific and technological innovations of the 
1920’s was profound. 
The City as the Center of Society- New York City, with its 5.6 million inhabitants, 
was the largest city in America in 1920. Chicago’s population neared 3 million, and 
65 other cities had populations more than 100,000.  Life in America’s cities was fast-
paced, exciting, and even isolating. 

 Chicago was an industrial powerhouse 

o It also was a cosmopolitan city, home to more Poles than Warsaw, and 

included large populations of Irish, Italians, Swedes, Arabs, French, 

and Chinese 

 City-dwellers debated and discussed the latest scientific breakthroughs 

o ***The use of insulin to treat diabetes began in the 1920s 

o Proof of Darwinian evolution, elemental discoveries on the periodic 

table, and countless other innovations were discussed in the cities 
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 Technology and social fads spread from city to rural America, often bringing 

tension to both areas of life 

Media meets the Demands of a Modern America 
During the 1920s, mass media shaped American culture in ways that helped 
unify society. 
Expanding News Coverage- With a growth in literacy rates came an insatiable 
demand for information. New ways to hook readers and consolidation of 
newspapers and magazines helped shape mass culture. 

 By 1914, 600 local papers shut down 

o 230 had been acquired by huge national chains, bringing news from 

the big cities to a wider audience 

 Mass-circulation magazines also grew in the 1920s 

o Many summarized both domestic and international news on a weekly 

basis 

o Ten magazines, including Reader’s Digest, reached a circulation of over 

2 million readers! 

Radio Redefines America- Newspapers and magazines may have grown during the 
1920s, but neither had the reach and impact of radio. 

 ***The first commercial radio broadcasts reached the masses in the 1920s 

o Americans heard election results, as they happened, for the first time 

in 1920 when Warren G. Harding was elected 

o For the first time, Americans across the nation could hear news as it 

happened 

 ***Radio increased access to news and entertainment 

o Across the nation, Americans shared in news, music, sports, and 

entertainment 

o A cohesive national culture was broadcast across the airwaves 
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Breaking Bottles and Boundaries 
 
Prohibition Pours a Pint of Powerful Problems 
One of the most potent clashes between small-town values and big-city life 
was the prohibition experiment. The era known as Prohibition, when the 
manufacture, transportation, and sale of alcoholic beverages was prohibited 
by the 18th amendment to the constitution, brought a rise in violent crime, 
gangsters, and a general disrespect for the law. 
 
An Empty Glass from the Start- While the dream of prohibiting alcohol went back 
to the mid 19th century, it was finally accomplished through the 18th Amendment 
and a law passed by Congress in1919 to enforce it. 

 The Volstead Act: established a Prohibition Bureau in the Treasury 
Department to enforce the 18th Amendment 

o The agency was understaffed and underfunded 
o Only 1,500 poorly paid federal and local police were given an 

impossible job 
 Patrol 18,700 miles of coastline as well as inland borders 
 Monitor highways for truckloads of illegal alcohol 
 Oversee the industries that legally used alcohol to be sure none 

was used for illegal purposes 
 
Speakeasies and Bootleggers Mix a Strong Drink- Regardless of the law, making 
millions of Americans criminals overnight was sure to meet with resistance. 

 Speakeasies, hidden saloons, nightclubs, and bars where liquor was pour 
illegally were found everywhere 

o Penthouses, cellars, office buildings, boarding houses, tenements… 
 Bathtub gin- people learned to distill alcohol and built their own stills 

o Often, this homebrew was powerful, and sometimes lethal 
 Sacramental wine, served for religious observances, and medicinal alcohol 

sales skyrocketed 
 Bootleggers smuggled and supplied illegal liquor from Canada, Cuba, and 

the  West Indies 
o “The business of evading [the law] and making a mock of it has ceased 

to wear any aspects of crime and has become a sort of national sport”             
      – journalist H.L. Mencken 

 
Organized Crime, Gangsters, and the Sobering Truth- An unintended 
consequence of prohibition was the rise of organized crime in nearly every major 
city of the country. In an era of lawlessness and disrespect, American support for 
Prohibition went dry. 

 Al Capone, whose bootlegging empire profited nearly $60 million per year, 
controlled Chicago by killing off his competition 

o He used his influence to control the police, courts, and even some 
judges 
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o 522 reported gang killings were tied to Capone and his racket, 
including the bloody St. Valentine’s Day Massacre of 1929. 

 By the mid-1920s, Americans who supported Prohibition dwindled to only 
19%. 

o Opposition to the law wanted it changed or repealed 
o Many believed the unintended consequences were worse than the 

benefits of the law 
o Most support for Prohibition came from rural, white, protestants who 

felt the law upheld moral values 
 America fell off the Prohibition wagon when the 18th Amendment was 

repealed in 1933 by the 21st Amendment 
 

Science, Religion, Conflict and Monkey Business 
Another area of social conflict during the 1920s was the clash between science 
and religion. Modern scientific discoveries were met with bitter resistance by 
fundamentalist religious groups and individuals who were desperate to 
preserve their traditional values. 
 
American Fundamentalism- Protestants who believed in a literal interpretation of 
the Bible fought against modern science in the movement known as 
fundamentalism.  

 In the South and West, preachers led religious revivals  
o Billy Sunday was one of the most effective revivalists of the South 
o Aimee Semple McPherson, an evangelist in Hollywood, used theatrics 

to preach live and through her radio broadcasts 
 Fundamentalists rejected the Darwinian theory of evolution, especially the 

idea that humans evolved from apes 
o Their fervor against the teaching of evolution would lead to the call 

for laws prohibiting its teaching in public schools, culminating in one 
of the greatest trials in American history 

 
The Scopes “Monkey” Trial- The Butler Act,  a Tennessee law passed in 1925, was 
the nation’s first law making the teaching of evolution a crime. The business 
community in the small town of Dayton, TN looked for a teacher to challenge the 
law. John T. Scopes was the man for the job. When he openly taught Darwinian 
evolution, he was promptly arrested. The stage was set for a showdown in the 
courthouse. 

 The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) hired Clarence Darrow, one of 
the nation’s most famous trial lawyers, to defend Scopes 

 William Jennings Bryan, three-time Democratic presidential nominee, former 
Secretary of State, and fundamentalist crusader volunteered as the special 
prosecutor. 

 Media from around the country and globe descended on Dayton, TN for the 
trial, which opened on July 10, 1925. 
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 Relentless questioning by Darrow of Bryan kept the prosecutor on the 
defensive, attempting to explain the miracles of the Bible rather than 
prosecute the law-breaking actions of Scopes. 

 Despite the circus atmosphere, Scopes was found guilty and fined $100 (later 
to be overturned on a technicality) 

o ***Scopes guilt was never really in question, rather the Scopes Trial 
was a conflict between modern science and creationism 

o  
 

Women Break Boundaries 
In the 1920, women grabbed the reigns of modernity and blasted inhibitions 
and social mores, sometimes causing roars in the process. 
 
The Symbolic Flapper- The flapper represented an ideal new woman: 
independent, embracing new fashion and attitudes, and pushing the boundaries of 
acceptable behavior. They wore bobbed hair and powdered their nose. Fringed 
skirts or waistless dresses an inch above the knee and bright-colored sweaters, 
scarves waists with Peter Pan collars, and low-heeled shoes. They adored dancing 
and driving. They attended hops, proms, ball games, crew races, and other affairs at 
men’s colleges. The flapper represented the assertive woman in the 1920s. 

 Many Women followed the lead of the flappers, becoming more assertive 
o Smoking and drinking in public 
o Talked openly about sex 
o Danced the fox trot, tango, and Charleston 

 Attitudes toward marriage changed 
o Middle-class men and women began to view marriage as an equal 

partnership 
 But housework and child-rearing were still the sphere of the 

wife 
 
Those Damned Double Standards- A double standard is any set of rules that is 
applied differently to two groups of people. The shift to a modern America was the 
perfect dancefloor for double standards for women. 

 While the new fashion and flash of the flapper was popular, it was also more 
of an image of rebellious youth than a widespread reality 

o Many young people did not share in the values that led the flapper 
lifestyle 

 Morals loosened only so far 
o Traditionalists in churches and schools were against the new fashion, 

dancing, and smoking and drinking 
 A sexual double-standard treated women differently than men. 

o Casual dating became more common, and was acceptable for men 
o At the same time, women were expected to more strictly regulate 

their behavior than men 
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Womens’ Roles at Both Work and in the Home Shift 
The decade of the 1920s opened new opportunities for women in new fields. 
Their home lives would also be transformed by technology and changing 
attitudes about the family. 
 
New Work Opportunities- At the end of WWI, many employers replaced their 
female workers with men, a continuance of the separate spheres for men and 
women in the economy. But in the 1920s, women continued to look for jobs and 
opportunities in the modern American economy. 

 New “women’s professions” opened up for college graduates 
o Teachers, nurses, librarians 

 Big business created a huge demand for clerical work 
o Filing clerks, secretaries, stenographers, and office-machine operators 

 Some women broke barriers by gaining employment in “men’s fields’ 
o Airplane pilots, taxi drivers, and oil well drillers 

 By 1930, 10 million women were earning wages…but the double standard 
applied 

o Few rose to managerial positions 
o Women earned less than men doing the same job 
o Men fought back against women’s assertiveness, claiming the 

woman’s place was in the home. 
 A pattern of discrimination and inequality for women in 

business was being established in the 1920s 
 
The Changing Family- The quickening pace of change and modern life had lasting 
impacts on the American family 

 Birth rates continued their decades-long decline, and even quickened in the 
1920s 

o This led to smaller families 
o Birth control became more widely available 

 Margaret Sanger, founder of Planned Parenthood, opened the 
first birth-control clinic in 1916, and founded the American 
Birth Control League in 1921 

 Fought for the legal right of physicals to offer birth-
control information to their patients 

 Technology simplified housework, saving labor and time 
o Ready-made clothes, sliced bread and canned foods were growing in 

popularity 
o Washing machines, vacuums, toasters, and other electric appliances 

made house work easier 
 Many women had more leisure time and looked outside the 

home for job opportunities and social clubs 
 Public agencies provided service for various groups 

o Elderly and the sick were helped through various public assistance 
agencies 
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o Workers’ compensation laws were passed in most states, assisting 
those who couldn’t work 

 Women experienced greater equality in marriage 
o Marriages were increasingly based on love and companionship rather 

than economic or status arrangements 
 Child labor bans, meant children spent more time at school and became a 

greater focus of the family 
o Parents began seeking the advice of experts for best-practice in 

rearing their children 
 New pressures emerged for working-class and college-educated women 

o Juggling the demands of work and home put new strains on the family 
 Teenagers, with their greater independence and willingness to accept non-

traditional behavior, challenged parents in new ways 
o New stresses of peer pressure emerged 
o Some teens became rebellious against traditional societal norms and 

further pushed the boundaries of behavior 

 
 
Cultural Movements, Crushes, & Crazes 
***Distracting fads such as flagpole sitting, frenzied dancing, mah-jongg, and 
dance marathons were partly the outcome of disillusion with Wilsonian 
idealism. Americans were pushing all sorts of boundaries during the 1920s, 
and having a blast doing it. For many, the 1920s was the bee-knees! 
 
Jazz Keeps American Swinging Through the Boom- The 1920s was coined “the 
Jazz age” by F. Scott Fitzgerald. With the explosion of broadcast radio, everyone 
could dance the Charleston to the jazz artists of the decade, which are now legends 
in American music history. 
 

 Jazz was born in the early 230th century in New Orleans, blending 
instrumental ragtime and vocal blues.  

 It moved to Chicago with Joe “King” Oliver and his Creole Jazz Band 
 Louis Armstrong, a young trumpet player, joined the Creole Jazz Band in 

1922, and would help the new style explode nationwide 
o Armstrong was known for his astounding sense of rhythm and his 

ability to improvise 
o He moved to New York City where he joined Fletcher Henderson’s 

band 
o Louis became one of the most important and influential musicians in 

the history of jazz 
 Soon, Jazz had spread to the big cities across the nation. The most popular 

jazz musicians included the following 
o Duke Ellington, a jazz pianist and composer, led his ten-piece 

orchestra at the Cotton Club. 
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 Ellington became one of America’s greatest composers, with 
c=scores such as “Mood Indigo” and “Sophisticated Lady” 

o Cab Calloway, a drummer, saxophonist and vocalist, played in 
Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom and the Cotton Club 

 Along with Louis Armstrong, Cab Calloway popularized “scat,” 
improvised vocalizations using sounds instead of words 

 ***Savoy Ballroom permitted interracial dancing, and was a 
symbol of the Harlem Renaissance 

o Bessie Smith, a female blues singer, achieved enormous popularity 
through the decade and beyond 

 Became the highest-paid black artist in the world in 1927, 
selling millions of records 

o George Gershwin was a famous concert music composer, 
 He merged traditional classical elements with America  jazz, 

creating a new sound that was undeniably American 
 
Writers Help Define the Decade Through Words and Actions- ***“They were 
careless people, Tom and Daisy- they smashed up things…and then retreated back 
into their money or their vast carelessness, or whatever it was the kept them 
together, and let other people clean up the mess they had made.” –In his famous 
work, The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald describes the behaviors associated with 
economic growth, and new wealth in the 1920s. American authors during the 1920s 
were fresh and insightful. Other authors would become disillusioned with their 
experience in the Great War or American society, and some would even leave the 
country for Europe. 

 Sinclair Lewis became the first American to win a Nobel Prize in literature. 
He was an outspoken critic of the 1920s. 

o Babbitt, one of his most famous novels, criticized Americans for their 
conformity and materialism. 

 F. Scott Fitzgerald, coined the term “Jazz Age.” 
o His books This Side of Paradise and The Great Gatsby revealed the 

negative side of the time period’s wealth and carelessness. 
 Edna St. Vincent Millay wrote poems celebrating youth and a life of 

independence and freedom from traditional constraints. 
o Proceeds from her poem “Justice Denied in Massachusetts” were 

donated to the defense of Sacco and Vanzetti 
 Ernest Hemingway was wounded in WWI, and criticized the glorification of 

war in books like The Sun Also Rises and A Farewell to Arms 
 The Lost Generation: ***Notable for leaving the U.S. to live in Europe, the 

Lost Generation, a group of writers wrote themes of disillusionment with war 
and modern society 

o They included F. Scott Fitzgerald, John Dos Passos, Ezra Pound, Ernest 
Hemingway, and T.S. Eliot whose poem Teenage Waste Land 
presented an agonized view of a society that seemed stripped of 
humanity. 
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Artists Appeal to American’s Aspirations…and Realities- Painters of the “Jazz 
Age” captured both the booming grandeur of America as well as the harshness that 
accompanies it. 

 Georgia O’Keeffe, best known for her paintings of flowers and desert 
scenes, also produced intensely colored canvases that captured the grandeur 
of New York City. 

 ***Edward Hopper produced paintings in the 1920s, 30s, and 40s that 
depicted a harsh world of loneliness and isolation. 

o ***He was part of a group of American artists and photographers who 
created works focusing on the gritty, harsh world of the working class 
and depicting factory workers, farmers, and the unemployed as 
heroic figures.  This artistic style was based on social realism. 

 
An Architectural Style Defines the Modern Age-Originating in Paris, Art Deco 
flourished in America during the Roaring Twenties, and is seen as the defining 
decorative and architectural style of the decade. 

 Art Deco is characterized by highly stylized natural and geometric forms and 
ornaments, which are usually strongly symmetrical. 

 Many buildings of the 1920s have become iconic of the art deco style 
 
 African Americans Created Cultural Class- Some African Americans, reflecting 
the success and shortcomings of American culture, pushed to help African American 
culture, sometimes utilizing opposing methods. 

 James Weldon Johnson took up the leadership of the NAACP 
o Fought for legislation to protect African American rights 
o Antilynching laws became a major focus under Johnson’s leadership 

 Three antilynching bills were introduced in Congress in 1919, 
though none were passed 

o The NAACP represented the new, more militant voice of African 
Americans during Johnson’s tenure as leader 

 Marcus Garvey, an immigrant from Jamaica, believed that African Americans 
should build a separate society. His different, more radical message of black 
pride aroused the hopes of many blacks 

o Garvey founded the Universal Negro Improvement Association 
(UNIA)  in 1914. 

 In 1918, he moved UNIA headquarters to New York City in 
order to recruit followers 

 By the mid-1920s, Garvey claimed he had a million followers 
o Garvey promoted a program to promote African American businesses, 

keeping black dollars in black neighborhoods 
o Marcus Garvey also encouraged his followers to return to Africa to 

help native people there throw off white colonial oppressors 
o ***Garvey’s activism differed from that of most other African 

American social activists in that he supported racial segregation 
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o ***Marcus Garvey would say African Americans should segregate 
from white society to reduce tension and avoid potential conflict, 
while Du Bois advocated immediate and full inclusion for blacks in 
American society. 

 

The Harlem Renaissance Harnesses Black Pride 
Following the Great Migration of African Americans from the South into 
northern cities, Harlem, NY became the capital of black America. Although it 
struggled with similar problems of many big-city neighborhoods such as 
overcrowding, unemployment, and poverty,  Harlem overcame them through 
a flourishing of creativity. This literary and artistic movement celebrating 
African American culture is called the Harlem Renaissance. 
 
African American Writers- The Harlem Renaissance was markedly a literary 
movement of well-educated, middle-class African Americans expressing pride in the 
African American experience.  

 Celebrated black heritage 
 Wrote about defiance and trials of being black in a “white” world 
 W.E.B. DuBois, James Weldon Johnson, and Alain Locke were among its 

leaders 
o Locke’s The New Negro, published in 1925, was a landmark collection 

of literary works by young African American writers 
 Claude McKay: novelist, poet, and Jamaican immigrant was a major figure of 

the Harlem Renaissance 
o Militant verses urged African Americans to resist prejudice and 

discrimination 
o Poems expressed the pain of life in the black ghettos and the strain of 

being black in  a world dominated by whites 
o Cane, his mix of poems and sketches about blacks in the North and the 

South, was among the first full-length literary publications of the 
Harlem Renaissance 

 Langston Hughes: was the Harlem Renaissance’s best-known poets 
o Many poems described the difficult lives of working-class blacks. 
o Some of his poems moved to the tempo of jazz and the blues 

 Zora Neale Hurston: wrote novels, short stories, poems, and books 
portraying the lives of poor, unschooled Southern blacks.  

o Her works celebrated what she called the common person’s art form- 
the simple folkways and values of people who had survived slavery 
through their ingenuity and strength 

 
African American Performers of the Harlem Renaissance-  Some blacks, 
including Langston Hughes, believe the Harlem Renaissance was launched by the 
black musical comedy, Shuffle Along, in 1921. The play sprung many black artists 
into popularity, and many of its songs became widely popular amongst black and 
white audiences alike. 
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 Popular black performing artists of the 1920s include concert singer Roland 
Hayes, singer and actress Ethel Waters 

 Paul Robeson was among the most multi-talented black performers 
o Became a major dramatic actor with his performance in 

Shakespeare’s Othello, first in London and then in NYC 
o Was a scholarship winner to Rutgers University at age 17, where he 

was a stellar scholar and athlete 
 Won honors for debate and oratory skills 
 Won 15 letters in four varsity sports 
 Was his class valedictorian 

o Earned a degree from Columbia University’s Law School 
 Taught Latin and played professional football on the weekends 

to pay his tuition 
o Was active in world politics 

 Supported Pan-Africanism, sang for soldiers during Spain’s 
civil war, took part in anti-Nazi demonstrations, and 
performed for Allied forces during WWII 
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What Goes Boom Must Go Bust 
 

America Succumbs to its own Success 
America’s Great Depression, the period of economic recession and high 
unemployment that lasted from 1929 to 1940, was largely caused by our own 
success. Our ability to produce goods, both agriculturally and industrially, led 
to overspeculation from all parties: overproduction by farmers and 
manufacturers, overpurchasing by consumers (often on the installment plan 
which led to debt), overinvestment in the stock market (often through risky 
speculation and buying on margin), and through the overuse of traditional 
government response to recession, namely the protective tariff which just 
made matters worse for everyone. To top it off, nature played a role in the 
suffering when a drought in the Mississippi Valley pushed thousands of 
farmers off their land (note: this is NOT the Dust Bowl region’s drought…that 
will be even more miserable)!  
 
Economic Troubles Bust the Booming 20s- Although Americans believed 
prosperity would continue throughout the 1920s, underlying economic problems 
began to rear their ugly head by the end of the decade. 

 Industries in trouble- By the end of the 1920s, many vital industries were 
struggling to make a profit. Some were beginning to decline. 

o Railroads, textiles, and steel were struggling to turn profits 
o Demand lumber had declined after WWI 
o Coal faced competition from new forms of energy, including 

hydroelectric power, fuel oil, and natural gas 
 By the 1930s, these new forms of energy accounted for more 

than half the energy that was previously supplied from coal 
o Automobile sales were declining 
o Construction, namely housing starts, were falling. 

 When housing slows, other sectors of the economy slow with 
it, costing many people jobs and income 

 Farmer’s Faced a Famine in Demand- falling demand for farm crops after 
WWI had a devastating effect on farmers during the 1920s 

o During the war, prices rose and farmers took loans to purchase land 
and machinery in order to increase crop production to meet the 
demand of foreign nations 

 After the war, crop prices declined by 40% 
o Farmers then increased production with the hope of selling more 

crops 
 This just drove prices down further 

o As farmers lost income, many could not repay loans they had taken 
during the war 
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 This led to many losing their farms when banks foreclosed and 
seized their property as payment for their debt 

o Congress tried to help farmers with the McNary-Haugen bill, which 
called for federal price supports where the government would 
purchase surplus crops at guaranteed prices, to be sold on the world 
market 

 President Coolidge vetoed the McNary-Haugen bill twice. 
Farmers didn’t get the help they needed 

 Nor did farmers attempt to adequately curb their own crop 
production to reduce the supply in the market in order to drive 
down prices 

o A drought in the Mississippi Valley in 1930 drove many farmers to sell 
their farms, leading to unemployment 

o ***a combination of overproduction, falling prices, and rising 
unemployment combined to cause decline in the agriculture industry 

 Consumer Demand Falls as Well- Buy the late 1920s, American consumers 
were buying less 

o Prices were rising faster than wages 
o The availability of easy credit, when consumers agree to buy now and 

pay later for purchases, resulted in many Americans becoming 
overburdened with debt 

 The installment plan debt caused many to curb purchasing 
 Uneven Distribution of Income- The rich got richer and the poor got poorer 

o More than 70% of American families lived on less than $2,500 per 
year, the minimum needed for a decent standard of living 

o Many Americans simply did not have the income to purchase the glut 
of new products available to them 

 When the economy slowed, this compounded the falling 
demand for consumer goods, making things worse for 
everyone 

 

Hoover Hails the Hallmark of Prosperity… 
Herbert Hoover, Republican candidate in 1928, defeated the Democratic 
challenger Alfred E.Smith. Hoover rode the coattails of prosperity…and told 
the American people that, “We in America are nearer to the final triumph over 
poverty than ever before.” In 1928, many Americans believed him. If you 
looked at the stock market, they had reason to be optimistic. 
Hoping for Riches in the Stock Market- Although some analysts were warning of 
economic weakness, most Americans had confidence in the economy, especially the 
stock market. 

 Throughout the 20s, and increasing number of Americans were investing in 

the stock market 

o The Dow Jones Industrial Average (Dow), a measure of the stock 

market based on the prices of 30 representative large firms trading on 

the New York Stock Exchange, was higher than it had ever been 
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 The market soared to record highs partly because of the risky stock 

purchasing practices of many investors 

o Many investors engaged in speculation- buying stocks in hope of a 

quick profit, ignoring the risks of their investments 

o Others were buying on margin- making a small down payment for a 

stock purchase and taking a loan to pay for the rest 

o This unrestrained buying and risky stock purchasing practices led to 

inflated values of stocks, and the government did nothing to 

discourage these practices or regulate the stock market 

 The value of the stocks did not reflect the health/worth of the 

company 

 If the stock values declined, people who had bought on margin 

had no way of paying off their loans 

What Goes Up, Comes Crashing Down: The Stock Market Crash of 
1929 
Although a few economists were warning about danger in the market, most 
investors ignored their declarations of doom, ploughing ahead in the 
speculative soil of the stock market. In September of 1929, stock prices 
peaked and began to fall, the first signs of weakness. Confidence in the market 
staggered through the rest of the month and into October, when on the 24th, 
the market took another dip. Despite this scare, nothing could prepare 
America for what would happen a few days later 
 
October 29, 1929: Black Tuesday- Sell order volume was extremely high on the 
morning of the 29th, the day the stock market crashed. Investors reaction to the 
crash would make matters even worse. 

 Shareholders frantically tried to sell their stocks before prices fell 

o This brought down prices even further 

 Millions of shares could not find buyers, making them virtually worthless 

o Investors who had bought on margin were stuck with huge debts as 

their stock values plummeted 

o Other investors simply, yet tragically, lost most of their savings 

 By the end of the year, more than $40 billion in paper value had vanished- 

more than the cost of WWI!!! 

Financial Collapse and the Great Depression 
The great crash of the stock market heralded the start of the Great 
Depression- the period of economic recession and prolonged unemployment 
that lasted from 1929-1940. The market’s crash was not the cause of the 
Depression, rather than a symptom of economic weaknesses that had been 
building for a decade. 
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Bank and Business Failures- People reacted to the crash in the worse way 
possible- they panicked. This made things worse, and spread the devastation to 
other parts of the economy. 

 People panicked and withdrew money from banks 

o The bank rush meant that those who didn’t get to the banks in time 

lost their savings, as the banks had also invested deposits in the stock 

market 

o 1929: 600 banks closed 

o By 1930, 11,000 banks had failed 

 More than 9 million accounts were lost 

 Bank failures and stock-value declines led to business failures 

o Between 1929 and 1932, the gross national product- the nation’s total 

output of goods and services- was nearly cut in half, from $104 billion 

to $59 billion 

o 90,000 businesses went bankrupt! 

 As businesses failed, millions of Americans lost their jobs 

o By 1933, the unemployment rate reached 25%, the highest in U.S. 

history. As many as 16 million Americans were without jobs 

The Depression Spanned the Globe- The U.S. was not alone in its economic 
collapse. Many European countries had struggled to recover after WWI. Germany’s 
struggle paying war reparations complicated matters. The Great Depression in 
America made things even worse, limiting the purchasing of imported European 
goods, which in turn made it difficult for American farm products and manufactured 
goods to be bought by foreign markets. This economic crisis was amplified by 
crushing tariff policies. 

 The Hawley Smoot Tariff established the highest protective tariff in 

American history, as much as 60% on certain goods. 

o Designed to protect American farmers and manufacturers from 

foreign competition 

o Many countries retaliated with their own protective tariffs. 

o ***“The year 1931 will stand out in economic history as the great year 

of protectionism. …The crowning even of the year was the 

announcement in November that Great Britain had abandoned its 

traditional free trade policy.” – The implementation of tariffs by Great 

Britain was a response to America’s passing of the Hawley-Smoot 

Tariff Act in 1930 

o The tariff policy of the U.S. prevented other countries from earning 

American currency and the ability to purchase American goods 

o ***The significant effect of the Hawley-Smoot Tariff was that trade 

between the U.S. and Europe was greatly reduced. 
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 Within a few years, global trade was cut by more than 40%! 

Causes of the Great Depression- While there were various causes for the countries 
suffering during the depression years, the main causes of the Great Depression in 
America were the following: 

 Tariffs and war debt policies that decreased the demand for American goods 

 Declining agricultural prosperity 

 The availability of easy credit which led to debt 

 An unequal distribution of income, which made it impossible for millions of 

Americans to share in the prosperity of the 1920s 

 

Devastating Doldrums of the Depression 
The Great Depression brought devastating effects on all segments of society, in 
both rural and urban areas, to men, women, and children across the nation. 
 
Depression in the Urban Centers- On the streets of nearly every city, the jobless, 
homeless, and hopeless were evidence of the deepening depression. 

 Many who lost jobs were evicted, forced to scrap by on the streets 
o Shantytowns, concentrations of makeshift shelters built by the 

homeless, sprang up in many cities. 
o Bread lines of people waiting for a meal at soup kitchens were 

evidence of the attempts of private charities and local governments to 
ease the suffering.  

 
Depression in Rural America- While farmers could grow their own food for their 
families and neighbors, America’s rural communities felt the drought of hope 
brought on by the Depression. 

 Falling crop prices and debt continued to be a blight on farmers. 
o Nearly 400,000 farms were foreclosed between 1929 and 1932. 
o Many farmers were forced into tenancy to get by. 

 Beyond economics, short-sighted farming practices and mother nature also 
wreaked havoc on the western fields of the Great Plains. 

o Decades of plowing in prairie grasses, dry-farming techniques, and 
overproduction exhausted the nutrients in the plains, and turned the 
topsoil into pulverized powder. 

o A sever and prolonged drought added to the misery of farmers in the 
early 1930s 

o These factors, combined with huge dust storms lifted millions of tons 
of topsoil, blowing the evidence of misery thousands of miles, even 
beyond the east coast of the country! 

 The states of Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, Texas, and 
Oklahoma were hardest hit, and became known as the Dust 
Bowl. 
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 “Okies” from Oklahoma and thousands of farm families 
from the Dust Bowl states packed up and migrated 
west, most to the fertile Central Valley of California in 
hope of replanting their agricultural livelihood. 

 
 
Fractures in the Family- While many families held tight to their traditional values, 
playing board games and listening to radio to maintain unity, others began to 
crumble as the fault lines of the Depression fractured hope. 

 Many fathers wandered the streets looking for jobs, in hope of continuing 
their traditional role as breadwinner.  

o As many as 300,000 simply gave up, riding the rails as “hoboes” from 
town to town in search of work. 

o While there was no federal source of direct relief, cash payments or 
food, during the early years of the Depression, local governments 
sometimes did what they could to ease the suffering. 

 New York City provided weekly payments of $2.39 per family. 
While the most generous of any city, it was far less than what 
was needed. 

 Republican motherhood was evident during the depression, as women 
sacrificed for the good of their families. 

o Mothers managed budgets, canned food, and sewed homespun 
clothes. 

o Neighbors shopped together to save money buying larger quantities. 
o Many women also looked outside the home for work, though what 

they often found was discrimination. 
 Many believed women had no right to work when there were 

unemployed men. 
 Some cities refused to hire married women as teachers 

 Children also suffered during the depression. 
o Poor diets and lack of consistent healthcare led to health problems. 

 A dramatic rise in malnutrition and diet-related diseases was 
reported. 

 Child-welfare programs were gutted in cities nationwide. 
o Education opportunities also failed, as falling tax revenue forced 

school years to be shortened and many schools to be closed. 
 By 1933, 2,600 schools were closed, leading to more than 

300,000 students out of school. 
o Thousands of teenagers became the “wild boys” of the roads, using 

trains to cross the country in search of work.  
 Riding the rails was dangerous. 

 Riders were beaten by freight yard guards. 
 nearly 25,000 train riders were killed and over 27,000 

injured on railroad property between 1929 and 1939. 
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The Disproportionate Effects of the Depression- While all segments of society 
were affected by the economic downturn minorities were hit especially hard. 

 African Americans faced higher unemployment and lower wages. 
o Competition with whites for jobs led to increased violence. 

 24 blacks were lynched in 1933. 
 Latinos also were targets of racial and economic discrimination. 

o Many whites demanded the deportation of Latinos, even though many 
were natural-born citizens. 

 Hundreds of thousands of people of Mexican decent either 
voluntarily left or were deported by the federal government. 

 
Psychological Effects of the Depression Shape Society- The Depression had 
wide-ranging social and psychological effects, some devastating, while others had 
more positive long-range consequences. 

 The nation’s suicide rate jumped more than 30% between 1928 and 1932 
o State mental hospitals saw a three-fold rise in admissions. 

 Individuals and families had to make crucial sacrifices. 
o Many stopped getting health and dental care. 
o Marriages were put off, babies went unborn, and children gave up 

dreams of college educations. 
 Gaining financial security became a distinguishing characteristic of 

Depression-era Americans 
o Thriftiness, penny-pinching, and cleaned plates marked many. 
o Families helped each other by sharing resources 
o Those that had food, clothing, and shelter often shared to help those in 

their communities 
 

Hoover’s Change from Laissez Faire to Federal Intervention 
President Herbert Hoover tried to reassure the nation following the stock 
market crash in the fall of 1929. Like most Americans, Hoover believed that 
recessions were a natural phase of the capitalist economy. While many 
economists believed that the government should do nothing, Hoover would 
gradually loosen his limited-help approach and set the stage for a “new deal” 
by his successor. Unfortunately for Hoover, his efforts to use federal power to 
ease the depression were too little, too late. 
 
Hoovers Philosophy- Hoover’s work as head of the Food Administration during 
WWI and in leading relief efforts in Europe following the war, earned him a 
reputation as a humanitarian, and helped hone his philosophy that government can 
guide efforts without providing direct relief to the needy. 

 Hoover believed voluntary efforts worked best 
o The “meatless” and “sweetless” rationing efforts of the Food 

Administration during WWI were effective…and voluntary. 
 Hoover opposed any welfare, or direct relief, from the federal government 

o He believed welfare would damage peoples’ self-respect 
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o Hoover hoped that any measures taken to prop up businesses would 
“trickle down” to help the masses 

 Hoover’s favored approach would use government to guide the charitable 
work of individuals, charities, and local organizations. 

o “Every time we find solutions outside of government, we have not 
only strengthened character, but we have preserved our sense of real 
government.” –Herbert Hoover 

o Hoover’s 1929 authorization of the Boulder Dam project on the 
Colorado River, even before the stock market crash, exemplified his 
views. 

 The $700 million public works project would be paid for 
through the sale of electricity produced by the dam. 

 Hoover arranged an agreement on water rights between the 
seven states in the Colorado River basin 

 The dam would help millions of people by providing jobs, 
water for drinking and irrigation, and flood control 

 
Hoover’s Cautious Approach 

 After the stock market crash, Hoover called leaders in business, banking, and 
labor together to help them work together to ease the economic situation. 

o He asked employers not to cut wages or lay off workers. 
o He asked union leaders not to strike for higher wages 
o He created special organizations to coordinate private charity 

 
The Deeping Recession  

 As the recession deepened and Hoover’s cautious steps failed to ease the 
suffering, Americans looked to the opposing political party for hope. 

o Democrats won control of the House of Representatives in the 1930 
mid-term elections 

 By 1930, shantytowns around the nation grew, and were derisively called 
“Hoovervilles,” 

o The homeless called the newspapers they wrapped themselves in 
“Hoover blankets” 

o Empty pockets were turned inside-out and called “Hoover flags” 
o Americans began to lose hope in the efforts of their president 

 
Hoover Hands Out Help- President Hoover gradually began to use the power and 
purse of the federal government to tackle the problems of the Depression. 

 Hoover worked to spur cooperation between private citizens and businesses. 
o He backed creation of the Federal Farm Board, an organization of 

farm cooperatives 
 The Farm Board helped members buy crops and keep them off 

the market, in hopes of raising crop prices 
o Hoover tried to help banks help themselves 
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 He persuaded the largest banks to create the National Credit 
Corporation, which loaned money to smaller banks to keep 
them from collapsing  

 Hoover also called on Congress to appropriate huge sums of money to help 
reform banking, provide mortgage relief, and guide federal dollars into 
business investments. 

o In 1932, Hoover signed the Federal Home Loan Bank Act 
 Lowered mortgage rates for homeowners 
 Allowed farmers to refinance loans to avoid foreclosure 

o The largest effort from the Hoover administration came in 1932, when 
Congress approved the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

 Authorized up to $2 billion of indirect relief to banks, life 
insurance companies, railroads, and even hard-pressed state 
and local governments 

 Hoover hoped this massive injection of money would 
“pump-prime” economic recovery 

 Hoover also provided indirect benefits to labor 
o In 1932, Hoover signed the Norris-La Guardia Anti-Injunction Act 

 Outlawed “yellow-dog” (antiunion) contracts and forbade 
federal courts from ordering injunctions to stop strikes, 
boycotts, and peaceful picketing 

 
A Bout with the Bonus Army Knocks Hoover Out 
By 1932, the Great Depression was in full force. Despite the new injection of 
federal support the depression worsened, and with it, Hoover’s troubles in 
office. The knockout blow to Hoover’s reelection campaign came not from the 
unemployment rate, but rather, from a group of disgruntled WWI veterans 
known as the Bonus Army. 
 
March of the Bonus Army 

 Congress, in 1924, authorized the government to pay a bonus to WWI 
veterans. 

o The bonus would be paid in 1945 in the form of cash and a life 
insurance policy 

o In 1932, Congressman Wright Patman proposed a bill that would pay 
the money immediately 

o In early summer of 1932, thousands of unemployed veterans marched 
into Washington to show support for the passage of the Patman Bill 
(and hopefully receive their bonus) 

 Though Hoover opposed the bill and believed the Bonus marchers were 
“communists and persons with criminal records,” he also respected their 
right to assembly. 

o Hoover provided food and supplies they could build a shantytown 
near the Capitol building. 
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 When the Senate rejected the Patman Bill on June 17th, Hoover called on the 
Bonus Army to leave. 

o While most left, approximately 2,000 refused to leave 
o Hoover, worried that those who stayed to become violent, ordered the 

Bonus Army to be removed 
 On July 28th, under the command of General Douglas MacArthur and Major 

Dwight D. Eisenhower, a thousand federal troops swept in to remove the 
Bonus Army with far more force than Hoover would have approved 

o More than 1,000 people were tear-gassed 
 An 11 month old baby succumbed to exposure 

o Two people were shot and many more injured 
o The shanty town was burned 

 Americans were horrified at news reports of the disbanding of the Bonus 
Army. 

o As the marchers’ shantytown went up in flames, so did Hoover’s 
reputation, and with it, his chance for reelection. 
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A New President and a “New Deal” 
 
America Gets a New President with a New Perspective 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was born into a wealthy New York family. He 
entered politics as a state senator in 1910, and served as assistant secretary of 
the navy. Tragedy struck in 1921 when FDR was stricken with polio, paralyzed 
from the waist down. What would have kept many men down served to 
humble the wealthy man, strengthen Roosevelt’s resolve, and teach him 
patience and compassion.  A reformed man, FDR was elected as New York’s 
governor in 1928, and earned a reputation as a reform-minded leader, 
tackling issues such as unemployment and poverty.  
 
Democrats Sweep the 1932 Election- FDR and the Democrats road a wave of anti-
Hooverism in the 1932 elections, winning the White House, a near ¾ majority in the 
House, and almost 2/3 of the Senate seats.  
 
 
No “Lame-Duck” session for the not-so-lame FDR 

 Roosevelt worked with a team of advisors including college professors, 
lawyers, and journalists who became known as the “Brains Trust” 

o They crafted a series of ideas, policy proposals, and regulatory 
measures to alleviate the problems of the Great Depression, which 
were later dubbed the New Deal 

 In the meantime, the 20th Amendment, passed by Congress in 1932, was 
ratified by the states in February of 1933. 

o The 20th Amendment moves up the presidential inauguration from 
March to the 20th of January. 

o Although Roosevelt would still have to wait until March to be sworn 
in, the work of he and his Brains Trust would ensure he was ready to 
tackle the nation’s economic woes on day one of his presidency. 

 FDR’s New Deal proposals aimed at the three Rs- Relief, Recovery, and 
Reform 

o Short-range goals (first two years) included relief and immediate 
recovery 

 Focused direct-relief to the needy and economic recovery 
o Long-range goals aimed at permanent recovery and financial reform 

 These hoped to stop the abuses that led to the Great 
Depression. 

o The three-Rs often overlapped and sometimes seemed to contradict 
each other. 

 

An Unprecedented First Hundred Days 
The new Congress and Senators felt the same sense of urgency as their president as 
the unemployment rate reached 25%, and passed an unprecedented number of bills 
between March 9 and June 16, 1933, a period known as the Hundred Days. 
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 FDR’s first priority was recovery of the banking system, applying a 
tourniquet to the wounds created by bank failures 

o March 5- Roosevelt declared a bank holiday and closed all banks to 
stop any further withdraws 

o March 9- Congress passed the Emergency Banking Relief Act 
 Authorized the Treasury Department to inspect the nation’s 

banks 
 Healthy banks could reopen 
 Those that needed help were eligible to receive loans 
 Insolvent banks, those unable to repay their debts, were 

to remain closed 
 March 12- FDR gave the first of many of his “fireside chats,” 

talking to the American people over the radio explaining his 
New Deal measures 

 His first fireside chat reassured Americans that on the 
next day, many banks would reopen and they were safe 
for deposits 

o The next step in recovery and reform of the nation’s banking system 
was the June passage of the Glass-Steagall Act 

 Established the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC) 

 The FDIC provided federal insurance for individual 
bank accounts up to $5,000 

 Next, FDR and Congress set their sights on reforming the stock market. 
o May 27- The Federal Securities Act was signed into law 

 required corporations to provide information on all stock 
offerings and held them liable for any misrepresentations 

o The stock market was further reformed in June of 1934, when 
Congress created the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 

 ***The SEC was established to oversee stock trading and to 
prevent fraud 

 One important regulatory measure of the SEC is to stop 
insider trading- using inside information to rig the stock 
market for profit 

 
The New Deal Sets Its Sights on Farmers, Industry, and the Unemployed- To 
proved immediate relief and help stimulate economic reform, the New Deal 
implemented far-reaching rural help and employment projects. 

 The Agricultural Adjustment Act aimed its relief at farmers 
o ***The strategy of the AAA was to reduce agricultural output to 

increase product values. 
o “Parity prices,” or a price set for a product that gave it the same real 

value it sold for during the period of 1909 to 1914, were to be 
established by creating "artificial scarcity” 
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 The AAA paid cotton growers $200 million to plow under 10 
million acres of crop 

 Paid hog farmers to slaughter 6 million pigs 
o The money needed to pay these farmers was to be raised by taxing 

processors of farm products, like flour millers, who would in turn pass 
the burden of the tax to consumers 

o The AAA met much criticism from farmers, processors, and 
consumers 

 Destruction of food when there were soup kitchens and bread 
lines of starving Americans seemed absurd 

 Paying farmers not to farm increased unemployment 
 The Supreme Court finally struck down the AAA in 1936 when 

it declare its taxing provisions unconstitutional 
 The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) was one of the most ambitious New 

Deal programs 
o The TVA sought to determine a precise cost for producing and 

distributing electricity, then use that “yardstick” to test the fairness of 
rates charged by private utility companies. 

o The TVA focused its work on the economically depressed Tennessee 
River Valley 

 Renovated five existing dams and built 20 new ones 
 Many of these dams provided hydroelectric power to 

areas that had never had electricity 
 Low-cost housing was built for the workers on many of the 

projects, bringing full-employment to many areas 
 Restoration of eroded soil and cheap nitrates were produced 
 Reforestation, improved navigation of rivers, and flood control 

 Employment programs provided immediate relief and economic recovery 
through work projects and cash payments 

o The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) put young men aged 18-25 
to work  

 Built roads, developed trails in national parks, planted more 
than 200 million trees to prevent another Dust Bowl, and 
helped with soil erosion and flood-control projects 

 Workers were paid a $30 monthly wage, $25 of which was sent 
home to worker’s families 

 The Public Works Administration (PWA), as part of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act (NIRA), provided money to states to create jobs 

o Jobs were created for the building of schools and other community 
buildings 

o In November of 1933, President Roosevelt created the Civil Works 
Administration 

 provided 4 million jobs during the winter of 1933-1934 
 Critics claimed the “make-work” projects, were a waste of time. 
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 Despite criticism, CWA workers constructed more than half a 
million miles of roads and built 40,000 schools, while the 
agency paid the salaries of more than 50,000 teachers 

o The NIRA also hoped to promote economic growth by creating codes 
of fair practice for individual industries. 

 The NIRA created the National Recover Administration (NRA), 
whose aim was to reverse the trend of wage cuts, falling prices, 
and layoffs 

 Set prices of many products and established industry 
standards. 

 A section of the NIRA also helped labor by guaranteeing 
workers’’ right to unionize and bargain collectively. 

 New Deal programs were created to prop up the nation’s housing market 
o The Home Owners Loan Corporation (HOLC) provided government 

loans to homeowners who faced foreclosure 
o The National Housing Act created the Federal Housing 

Administration (FHA) 
 To this day, the FHA provides low-interest mortgages and 

loans for home repairs 
 Other New Deal programs sought to provide immediate, direct relief  

o The Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA), headed by 
Harry Hopkins, provided direct relief for the needy. 

 Half of the $500 million of funds were divided between federal 
and state governments to help provide food and clothing to the 
unemployed, elderly, and sick. 

 The other half was distributed between the states to provide 
work relief programs. 

 

Initial Criticism of the New Deal 
While millions of Americans began to benefit from FDR’s New Deal programs, the 
growth of the federal government’s intervention in Americans’ daily lives and in the 
economy brought a wealth of worry and criticism from far ranging groups. 
 
Disconcerting Debt- One of the biggest concerns of the New Deal was its use of 
deficit spending, or spending more money than the government receives in 
revenue. 

 FDR’s use of deficit spending was influenced by Keynesian economic 
theory, the brainchild of British economist John Maynard Keynes. 

o Keynesian economics asserts that governments should stimulate the 
economy by spending its way out of depression through deficit 
spending. 

 Putting money into the hands of consumers would allow them 
to buy goods, thus “pump-priming” economic growth 

 Conservatives also criticized New Deal programs and policies that they 
believed interfered with the free-market economy. 
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o In 1934, conservatives formed the American Liberty League. 
 Opposed New Deal programs that it believed ran afoul of 

individual liberty and property rights 
 Liberals argued that FDR did go far enough to help the needy and reform the 

economy and financial systems. 
 
Fiery Critics Blast the New Deal- Three of the most notorious critics of FDR were 
Charles Coughlin, Dr. Francis Townsend, and Huey Long. 

 Father Charles Coughlin 
o A Roman Catholic priest who broadcast radio sermons to as many as 

45 million followers, advocating for “Social Justice” 
o Initially a supporter of the New Deal, Father Coughlin turned against 

FDR, saying he didn’t go far enough. 
 Coughlin advocated a guaranteed annual income and the 

nationalization of banks 
 Dr. Francis Townsend 

o A retired California physician, Dr. Townsend was another liberal critic 
who thought Roosevelt wasn’t doing enough to help the poor. 

 Townsend devised a plan that promised everyone over 60 
$200 a month. 

 Huey Long 
o Louisiana Senator, and prospective presidential candidate, turned 

against FDR for not doing enough. 
 His “Share Our Wealth” plan promised to make “Every Man a 

King” by giving every family $5,000 at the expense of the 
nation’s wealthiest. 

 Long was assassinated at the height of his popularity in 1935. 

 
 

Doubling Down with a Second New Deal 
While the New Deal provided relief to millions and needed reforms of the 
financial structures in the country, unemployment remained high and 
economic output remained well behind that of the roaring ‘20s. FDR enjoyed 
popularity among many Americans, and knew that more needed to be done, 
especially if he wanted to be reelected. 
 
Helping Farmers…Again- By the middle of the 1930s, two of every fiver farms 
were mortgaged and thousands of small farms were lost. Thousands of farmers 
were stuck in tenant farming or the debt cycle of sharecropping. To make matters 
worse, the Supreme Court struck down the AAA early in 1936. 

 Congress responded to the loss of the AAA by passing the Soil Conservation 
and Domestic Allotment Act to replace it. 

o Paid famers for cutting production of soil-depleting crops 
o Rewarded farmers for practicing soil conservation measures 
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 In 1938, Congress passed a second Agricultural Adjustment Act, but one that 
did not include the tax provisions that led the first AAA to be declared 
unconstitutional 

 A 1935 FDR executive order created the Resettlement Administration  
o provided loans to small farmers to buy land 

 The Resettlement Administration was replaced by the Farm Security 
Administration (FSA) in 1937 

o Provided more than $1 billion dollars in loans for tenant farmers to 
become land owners 

 Also built camps for migrant farm workers 
o The FSA hired photographers like Dorothea Lange to capture the 

plight of the nation’s farmers 
 
A Stronger Effort At Work Relief- Part of the Second New Deal’s focus was to bring 
down unemployment and spur economic growth with even larger work programs. 

 The Works Progress Administration (WPA), headed by Harry Hopkins 
o Spent $11 billion between 1935-1943 to give jobs to more than 8 

million workers. 
 Built 850 airports 
 Built or repaired more than 650,000 miles of roads 
 Constructed over 125,000 public buildings 

o At the insistence of Roosevelt’s first lady, Eleanor Roosevelt, the 
WPA took focused steps to help women, minorities, and young people. 

 The National Youth Administration (NYA) 
o Created to provide jobs, education, counseling, and recreation for 

young people. 
 Provided student aid to high school, college, and graduate 

students in return for students working part-time in their 
schools 

 Provided part-time jobs for high school drop-outs and 
graduate students who couldn’t find work 

 
Improvements for Labor- When the Supreme Court declared the NIRA 
unconstitutional in 1935, Congress responded with new bills to regulate business 
and support labor. 

 The National Labor Relations Act, also known as the Wagner Act 
o Reestablished federal protections for workers’ right to join unions and 

to collective bargaining 
o Also prohibited threatening workers, firing union workers, and 

interfering with union organizing 
o The Wagner Act also set up the National Labor Relations Board 

(NLRB) 
 Hears testimony about unfair practices 

 The Fair Labor Standards Act was created in 1938 
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o Set maximum hours at 44 hours per week, decreasing to 40 hours in 
1940 

o Set minimum wage at 25 cents an hour, increasing to 40 cents an hour 
by 1945 

o Set rules for workers under 16 years old and banned hazardous work 
for workers under 18 

 
Regulating and Expanding Access to Utilities 

 The Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 
o Outlawed the ownership of utilities by multiple holding companies 

 Was hard to enforce and was fought vigorously by utility 
company lobbyists 

 The Rural Electrification Administration (REA) was established by 
executive order in 1935 

o Financed and worked with electrical cooperatives to bring electricity 
to rural areas. 

 By 1945, 48% of farms and rural homes gained electricity 
 By 1949 that percentage of rural electrification surged to 90% 

 
Providing for the Elderly and Unemployed- The greatest achievement of the New 
Deal came with the 1935 passage of the Social Security Act  

 Created by Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins, the Social Security Act 
focused on three areas 

o Old-age insurance for retirees 65 or older, and their spouses. 
 Supplemental retirement was funded half by they worker and 

half from the employer 
o Unemployment compensation 

 Funded by a federal tax on employers 
 Administered at the state level 
 Initial payments ranged from $15 to $18 per week 

o Aid to families with dependent children and the disabled 
 Paid for by federal funds made available to the states 

 
A Sweeping Reelection  

 FDR was reelected by a landslide in the 1936 campaign, helping Democrats 
maintain control of both houses of Congress. The 1936 was a watershed year 
for many reasons. 

o First time Democrats gained the majority of African American votes 
o First time that labor unions united their support around a single 

presidential candidate 
o The importance of urban votes was made clear 

 FDR carried the 12 largest cities in the nation, where 
entrenched political machines provided jobs in exchange for 
votes 
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o Many religious and ethnic groups such as Roman Catholics, African 
Americans, Jews, Italians, Irish, Pols, and Slavic voters believed New 
Deal programs and labor laws helped them 

 FDR also appointed many Roman Catholics and Jews to 
government positions 
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Societal Impacts of the New Deal 
 
New Deal, New Opportunities for Women 
While the New Deal opened many doors for women in government and daily 
life, traditional patterns of discrimination continued to push back against 
progress. 
 
Women in Government 

 Frances Perkins became the first female cabinet member when she was 
nominated and confirmed as Secretary of Labor. 

o Perkins played a major role in creating the Social Security program 
 Coaxed by his wife Eleanor and seeking political support for women, FDR 

appointed two women as diplomats and one as a federal judge 
 Although there were several notable women in FDR’s administration, many 

New Deal programs were discriminatory 
o The National Recovery Administration, which set wage codes, set 

some minimum wages lower for women 
o The Federal Emergency Relief Administration and Civil Works 

Administration hired fewer women than men 
o The CCC only hired men 

 
Women in the Workforce and Public Opinion 

 Despite obstacles, women continued their decades long movement into the 
workforce 

o Women saw a slight overall gain in workforce participation in the 
1930s 

o Workforce participation for married women, however, grew from 
11.7% in 1930 to 15.6% in 1940 

 On the other hand, women continued to struggled against traditional views 
o A 1936 Gallop poll showed that 82% of Americans believed a wife 

should not work if her husband had a job 
 

A New Deal for African Americans 
The blossoming of black pride of the Harlem Renaissance flowered into 
activism during the 1930s, seeing the growth of African American leadership 
in government and social issues. 
 
African Americans in Government Leadership 

 FDR appointed over 100 African Americans to important government 
positions, including Mary McLeod Bethune. 

o Bethune led the Division for Negro Affairs of the National Youth 
Administration. 

 Worked to make sure the NYA hired black administrators and 
offered job training and other benefits to minorities 
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African Americans in Labor and Public Spotlight 

 A. Phillip Randolph organized the first all-black trade union, the Brotherhood 
of Sleeping Car Porters 

 In 1934, blacks helped organize the Southern Tenant Farmers Union 
o The STFU sought to protect the rights of tenant farmers and 

sharecroppers, black and white alike 
 Marian Anderson, a famous singer, was blocked by the Daughters of the 

American Revolution from performing at their concert hall in Washington 
D.C.  

o When news of this broke, Eleanor Roosevelt resigned from the 
organization. 

o Eleanor then arranged for Anderson to sing in front of the Lincoln 
Memorial on Easter Sunday, 1939 

 
Continued Discrimination at the Highest Levels of Government 

 Despite FDR’s support for individual African Americans, he never supported 
full civil rights for black Americans 

o FDR didn’t want to risk Democratic support from white voters in the 
South 

 Like Woodrow Wilson, he opposed a federal antilynching law 
 FDR also opposed ending the poll tax 

o ***African Americans were also frustrated by New Deal 
discrimination 

 The NRA, CCC, and TVA all gave lower wages to blacks and 
hired whites in disproportionate numbers 

 

Mixed Results for Mexican-Americans 
Thousands of Mexicans migrated to the U.S. during the 1920s, many settling of 
Southwestern farms. When the Depression hit, farm workers felt the brunt of 
discrimination. 

 Wages for farm workers fell to as little as nine cents an hour 
o When workers tried to form unions they were often met with violence 
o As many as 400,000 people of Mexican decent, many American 

citizens, were deported during the 1930s 
 While the CCC and WPA helped some Mexican Americans, they also 

discriminated by disqualifying migrant workers with no permanent address 
from participating in their programs. 

 

Native Americans Make Strides 
Native Americans were given full citizenship in 1924, and also received 
support from the federal government during the Great Depression. 
 
A Major Change in Government Indian Policy 
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 In 1933, FDR appointed John Collier as commissioner of Indian affairs. Collier 
helped craft the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, a MAJOR CHANGE in 
Indian policy. 

o ***Tried to reverse the forced assimilation of Native American, in 
place since the Dawes Act, and provide autonomy through three 
mandated changes: 

 Economic- Indian land would belong to the WHOLE tribe. The 
law prohibited the government from taking over unclaimed 
reservation land and selling it to people other than Native 
Americans 

 Cultural- Many Native American boarding schools were closed, 
and Native American children could go to school on the 
reservation 

 Political- Tribes were allowed to elect tribal councils to govern 
their reservations 

o The Indian Reorganization Act met with mixed reactions 
 Some Native Americans viewed it as a promising step toward 

maintaining their traditions 
 Others saw it as another example of white people telling them 

what was best for their people 
 

FDR’s New Deal Coalition 
FDR’s popularity helped strengthen loyalty to the Democratic Party. 
 
The New Deal Coalition- A Diverse group of American people and interest 
dedicated to supporting the Democratic Party 

 Included Southern whites, urban groups, African Americans, and unionized 
industrial workers 

 The New Deal Coalition helped Democrats dominate national politics in the 
1930s and 1940s. 

 
A New Lease for Labor Unions- New Deal programs and laws, such as the Wagner 
Act, help the cause of organized labor. 

 Union membership grew from less than 3 million to more than 10 million 
between 1933 and 1941 

o Coal, automobile, rubber, and electrical unions were greatly affected 
by FDR’s New Deal 

 Some unions, such as the AFL, opposed industry-wide unions that 
represented all workers. 

 In response to the AFL’s stance, labor leaders like John L. Lewis of the United 
Mine Workers and David Dubinsky of the International Ladies Garment 
Workers, formed the Committee for Industrial Organization to organize 
industrial unions. 

o Organized skilled and unskilled workers. 
o Gained recognition in the steel and automobile industries 
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o In 1938, when its member unions were expelled from the AFL, the 
committee changed its name to the Congress of Industrial 
Organizations (CIO) 

 
But Labor Disputes Continue 

 Union workers perfect the sit-down strike 
o Instead of walking off the job, a sit-down strike saw workers stay in 

their plants so scabs could not be used to keep production going. 
 Some labor disputes led to violence- The Memorial Day Massacre 

o On Memorial Day, 1937, police attacked striking workers at the 
Republic Steel plant in Chicago 

 10 people were killed and 84 others were injured 
o Following the violence, the National Labor Relations Board required 

the head of Republic Steel to negotiate with the union. 
 

Culture During the Depressed 30s 
 
Movies and Radio Distract the Depressed 
Despite the economic downturn, the 1930s began a golden age for the motion 
picture and radio industries. 
 
Movies Steal the Show 

 By the late 1930’s 65% of Americans were attending movies once a week. 
o New stars such as Clark Gable, Marlene Dietrich, and James Cagney 

helped make Hollywood the center of the movie industry. 
o Films that portrayed wealth, romance, and good times became classics 

 Gone With the Wind (1939), staring Clark Gable and Vivien 
Leigh, was a drama about life among Southern plantation 
owners during the Civil War. 

 Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers became America’s favorite 
dance duo with their roles in Flying Down to Rio (1933) 

 Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) and the Wizard of Oz 
(1939) were other notable classics. 

 Comedies, including the Marx Brothers classics Monkey 
Business (1931) and Duck Soup (1931) were hugely popular. 

 Frank Capra’s Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (1936) presented social 
and political accomplishments of the New Deal, according to 
some commentators. 

 
Radio Rewards its Listeners 

 Radio sales increased from 13 million in 1930 to 28 million in 1940, with 
nearly 90% of Americans owning a radio. 

o Radio offered a range of programs from news, dramas, serials, 
comedies, and sports. 
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 Orson Welles famous The War of the Worlds had late listeners 
believing that Earth was being attacked by Martians on 
October 30, 1938! 

 Comedians like Bob Hope, Jack Benny, and Burns and Allen got 
their start in radio, and would later be immortalized on 
television. 

 Children’s programming included classics like The Lone 
Ranger 

o News of the crash of the Hindenburg, a German zeppelin (blimp) on 
May 6, 1937, was one first worldwide radio broadcasts. 

 

Depression-Era Art and Literature 
Unlike the comedies and fantastical distractions of movies and radio, art and 
literature of the Depression era was sober and serious. 
 
New Deal Programs Help Create New Art 

 The Federal Arts Project, part of the WPA, paid artists to produce pieces of 
public art. 

o Artists created posters, taught art in school, and painted murals on 
public buildings. 

 Ralph Stackpole’s mural Industries of California which 
decorates San Francisco’s Coit Tower, is one of the best 
preserved WPA murals. 

o American painters such as Edward Hopper, Thomas Hart Benton, and 
Grant Wood- famous for his 1930 painting American Gothic, all 
produced classics during the New Deal. 

 The WPA’s Federal Theater Project hired actors to make sets and perform 
plays across the country. 

 
Music Embodies Depression America 

 Bing Crosby’s rendition of Brother Can You Spare a Dime? became a classic 
tone of Depression America. 

 Woody Guthrie songs such as Dust Bowl Refugees told of the plight of 
Americans during the Depression. 

 
The WPA Helps Push Writers’ Pens 

 The WPA Federal Writers’ Project helped support many American authors. 
o Helped African America author, Richard Wright, complete his famous 

novel Native Son, a story about a young man trying to survive in a 
racist world. 

o John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath, which tells the hardships of 
Okies leaving the Dust Bowl for work in California’s agricultural 
sector, was made possible by the WPA’s Federal Writers’ Project. 
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Assessing the New Deal 
 
Schemes, Short-comings, and Lasting Legacy 
The New Deal was a drastic change in the relationship between the federal 
government and the people. The federal government had taken a lead role in 
reforming the financial industry, regulating the economy, and for the welfare 
of its citizens. While New Deal programs positively affected millions, FDR and 
the New Deal were also the targets for criticism. 
 
FDR’s Court-packing Scheme- Following decisions that struck down the NIRA in 
1935 and the AAA in 1936, Roosevelt devised a scheme to inject youth and energy to 
an aging Supreme Court (and mold it to ensure it upheld his policies). 

 FDR’s proposal, announced in February of 1937, shocked Congress, the 
Court, and the nation. 

o His bill called for a reorganized judiciary and would allow Roosevelt 
to add a new justice to the Supreme Court for every member over 
seventy who would not retire. 

 This would potentially enlarge the bench to include fifteen 
justices 

o Congress, the Court, and the nation all felt that FDR was breaking the 
checks and balances between the three branches.  

o Some even accused him of acting like a dictator by trying to strong-
arm the court. 

o The “court-packing scheme” was one of FDR’s biggest political 
blunders. 

 As luck would have it, the Supreme Court began ruling favorably for New 
Deal programs, and deaths and resignations allowed Roosevelt to make nine 
appointments to the Court. 

o In 1937, FDR appointed liberal justice Hugo Black, who would be 
instrumental in upholding New Deal bills. 

 
Critics of the New Deal 

 Conservative critics of the New Deal argue that Roosevelt’s policies made the 
federal government too large, too intrusive, and they stifled free enterprise 
and the capitalist economy. 

o Conservatives also argued that the deficit spending was unsustainable 
and harmed the natural balance in the economy 

 When New Deal program spending was scaled back in 1936, 
industrial production dropped again. 

 Unemployment increased from 7.7 million in 1937 to 
10.4 million in 1938. 

 Liberal critics of the New Deal charge that FDR didn’t go enough to grow the 
governments central planning of the economy and eliminate social and 
economic inequality. 
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o Indeed in his own words, Roosevelt felt more needed be done, “I see 
millions of families trying to live on incomes so meager that the pall of 
family disaster hangs over them day by day. …I see one third of a 
nation ill-housed, ill-clad, ill-nourished.” 

 
Supporting the New Deal 

 Many believe Roosevelt struck a balance between unregulated capitalism and 
overregulated socialism. 

o In the words of a wise history teacher, “FDR injected a little socialism 
in order to save capitalism.” –Eddie Galloway 

 The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) continues to 
monitor and protect the stock market. 

 The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) protects 
bank accounts up to $250,000 today. 

 Precedents set in protecting working conditions and labor 
continue to benefit American workers 

 The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) continues 
to be a mediator between labor and management. 

 While Social Security has grown far more than FDR ever 
intended, it continues to be a safety net for the retired, 
unemployed, and disabled. 

 The subsidies for farmers, created by the second AAA of 1938, 
continue to shape federal aid to farmers. 

 Even in our own region, the effects of TVA- from electricity to 
recreation (Kentucky Lake and the Land Between the Lakes 
State Park) are enjoyed by millions. 

o Most importantly, the lives and dignity of millions were saved through 
direct relief or employment programs. The investment in the lives of 
people by their government was priceless. 

 
 
 

 


